Pipeline architectures for recursive morphological operations.
Introduces efficient pipeline architectures for the recursive morphological operations. The standard morphological operation is applied directly on the original input image and produces an output image. The order of image scanning in which the operator is applied to the input pixels is irrelevant. However, the intent of the recursive morphological operations is to feed back the output at the current scanning pixel to overwrite its corresponding input pixel to be considered into computation at the following scanning pixels. The resultant output image by recursive morphology inherently depends on the image scanning sequence. Two pipelined implementations of the recursive morphological operations are presented. The design of an application-specific systolic array is first introduced. The systolic array uses 3 n cells to process an nxn image in 6 n-2 cycles. The cell utilization rate is 100%. Second, a parallel program implementing the recursive morphological operations and running on distributed-memory multicomputers is described. Performance of the program can be finely tuned by choosing appropriate partition parameters.